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Father Sylvester Eisenman
and Marty Mission

GERALD W. WOLFF

In September 1918 Father Sylvester Eisenman was sent to
South Dakota, as a Benedictine monk and missionary, to help
the Sioux Indians; and when he died in 1948, he had every
reason to believe, given his philosophy and approach, that he
had accomplished his task. Yet, the extent to which his remarkable abilities and personal accomplishments, his concept of
service, and general attitude toward the Indian people benefited
the Sioux in the long run is debatable.
Father Sylvester was reared in southern Indiana and
northern Kentucky, attended Saint Meinrad Seminary in southem Indiana, and was ordained to the priesthood in May 1916,
when he was twenty-five years old. He became a missionary in
the Dakotas mainly because he had contracted tuberculosis and
his superiors believed he could best recover there, if indeed
recovery were possible. He first assisted a senile and increasingly
testy missionary at Seven Dollors Mission in Fort Totten, North
Dakota.^ Although his North Dakota tenure was unpleasant, he
1. Father Omer Eisenman, "Summary of the Life of Father Sylvester Eisenman,"
n.d., Sylvester Eisenman Papers, Indianapolis Archdiocese Archives, Indianapolis,
Ind.; Father Gualbert Brunsman, O.S.B., "In Memory of Father Sylvester, O.S.B." (7
Oct. 1948), Marty, S. Dak., p. 7; Father Sylvester Eisenman to Abbot Athanasius
Schmitt, 30 Apr. 1918 and 4 July 1918, Father Jerome Hunt to Abbot Athanasius
Schmitt, 6 July 1918, Father Sylvester Eisenman to Father Instructor,
15 July 1918, Sylvester Eisenman Papers, St. Meiniad Archabbey Archives, St.
Meinrad, Ind. (hereafter cited as Eisenman Papers, St. Meiniad Archives).
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did better prepare himself to be a missionary among the Indians
as he indicated in the summer of 1918.
Am beginning to talk Sioux now pretty well, and do not find so
much trouble in preparing my sermons. Am learning more of the
Sioux nature too (perhaps approximating some to myself also).
One has to learn their language to understand them. Nor is there
any better way to gain their confidence. Some of the old people
are just beginning to come to Confession to me, now that they
hear me speak Sioux.^
In the autumn of 1918, much to his liking, he was
transferred to Stephan, South Dakota, to aid Father Pius
Boehm, O.S.B., who ran the Indian mission school and post
office there. Father Sylvester's assignment was to minister at
least once a month to the Indians at ten widely scattered South
Dakota missions on three separate reservations. The schedule
was grueling and entailed traveling hundreds of miles in a
Mode!-T Ford and eating wherever he could find a family
willing to feed him. The roads were primitive, disappeared in
blizzards, and, when wet, turned to sticky gumbo, miring his car
to its axles. In the summer a cable ferry boat would haul his
Ford to the other side of the Missouri River; but in the winter
he would often risk death by driving across the partially frozen
river. The Sioux called him Ti-kdi-sni ("Never at Home"), ^ and
although the sobriquet was accurate for this early phase of his
career, it would be much less true in future years.
In 1920 on one of his trips to Saint Paul's Mission on the
Yankton Reservation, Father Sylvester discovered that some
three hundred Roman Catholic Sioux had collected $400 to
start a day school and build a meeting hall. The existing chapel
was simply too small for the burgeoning congregation. Sylvester
suggested that they build a new church and use the chapel for
community gatherings. He soon leamed that, for $700, they
2. Eisenman to Father Instructor, 15 July 1918, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad
Archives.
3. Eisenman, "Notes on History of St. Paul's at Marty," n.d., Eisenman to editor
of Indian Sentinel, "Inside Facts-Among the Sioux Indians," 16 Apr. 1921,
Sylvester Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives, I.D. Weeks Library, University of
South Dakota, Vermiiiion (hereafter cited as Eisenman Papers, Richaidson Archives);
Eisenman to Schmitt, 29 Dec. 1919, Eisenman Papers, St. Meiruad Archives;
Monsignor Louis J. Delahoyde, "Priest-Monk-Missionary: 'Never at Home,' Pioneer
Priest of Marty, Found 'Fulfillment' As Servent of the Sioux," Bishop's Bulletin 21
(Aug. 1967):4.
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could purchase a large frame church with a sacristy attached.
The problem was that the building was located thirteen miles
away in Wagner, South Dakota, and would have to be dragged
to Saint Paul's. Nonetheless, the congregation met and decided
to buy it and to raise the money to pay for transporting it to
what was to become Marty Mission. From October to the
middle of December 1920 three steam-driven tractors, several
trucks, and many workers-Indian and white. Catholic and
non-Catholic—overcame rain, mud, snow, influenza, snapped
cables, and even survived the outrage of an agitated railroad
crew, who had to wait three hours while the structure was
moved across its tracks, to deliver the church successfully to its
destination. At about this same time Monsignor William H.
Ketcham, director of the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions,
offered to furnish a lay teacher, books, and equipment to begin
a day school at Saint Paul's. Sylvester accepted the offer, and
the Sioux agreed to convert the old chapel from a meeting hall
into a school."
lt was becoming clear, however, that Father Sylvester was
overworked and was spending more and more time at Saint
Paul's and less and less time visiting the nine other missions in
his charge. Sylvester's superior at Stephan began complaining
vigorously about the quality of his work. Meanwhile. Monsignor
Ketcham was putting considerable pressure on the head of Saint
Meinrad Abbey, Athanasius Schmitt, to send another missionary to Stephan so that Sylvester could remain permanently at
Saint Paul's; and the Indians at Saint Paul's solemnly petitioned
the Abbot for a permanent missionary.^ The Abbot, however,
resisted these importunities and finally wrote Sylvester in the
spring of 1921 saying, "You have too many Missions to look
after. You must tell the Bishop that you must give up the
Yankton Missions and confine your labors to the Missions at
Crow Creek and Lower Brule."*
4. Eisenman, "Notes," pp. 8-11, Eisenman, "Inside Facts," Eisenman Papers,
Richardson Aichives.
5. Father Pius Boehm to Father Benedict, 10 May 1920, Monsignor William H.
Ketcham to Schmitt, 17 Feb. 1920, St. Paul Sioux Catholic petition to Schmitt, 5
May 1920, Eisenman Papers, St. Meiniad Archives.
6. Eisenman, "Notes," p. 11, Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives; see also
Schmitt to Boehm, 28 May 1920, Schmitt to Ketcham, 28 June 1920, Eisenman
Papers, St. Meinrad Aichives.
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Father Sylvester was prepared to obey, but the Yankton
Sioux refused to give up the cause. In April 1921 three of the
Indian leaders made a trip to Indiana, on their own initiative, to
plead with the Abbot to let Sylvester stay at Saint Paul's. The
Abbot listened to their case politely and, hoping to put them
off, told them that he would decide the question soon. The
delegation took him at his word and camped on the lawn to
wait for a decision. In the face of this persistence Abbot
Athanasius finally capitulated. He reluctantly told the Indians
that he would assign a new missionary to Stephan to handle the
other missions and would allow Sylvester to stay at Saint Paul's;
and, to add to his embarrassment, he also found himself lending
sixty dollars to his visitors so that they could return to South
Dakota. "^
Sylvester now began in earnest to plan the future of Saint
Paul's. By the spring of 1922 he had decided that, because of
problems of distance and transportation, the day school should
be replaced by a boarding school, and he received permission to
begin one. To acquire teachers Sylvester traveled to Philadelphia
to seek the aid of Mother Katherine Drexel, the millionairess,
who had relinquished her fortune to found the Sisters of the
Blessed Sacrament for Indians and Colored People. She told him
that she simply could not spare any sisters for his school.
Nonetheless, for three days he persisted in advocating his cause
and finally resorted to a ploy typical of his pragmatism and
benign shrewdness. He asked Mother Katherine to send him one
nun who was partially ill on the grounds that her services would
not be missed quite as much. He realized, of course, that a
healthy sister would have to accompany her and that if the sick
nun could no longer function, she would, in all probability, be
replaced by a healthy sister. For whatever her reasons. Mother
Katherine finally agreed to assign three physically fit sisters to
Saint Paul's Indian Mission beginning in September 1922. Over
the years Sylvester's relationship with Mother Katherine
improved considerably, and by 1940 twenty-two Sisters of the
7. Eisenman to Schmitt, 10 Apr. 1921, Schmitt to Eisenman, 17 Apr. 1921,
Eisenman to Schmitt, 25 Apr. 1921, Eisenman, "Notes," pp. 11-12, Eisenman
Papers, Richardson Aichives; Father Francis Suttmiliex, O.S.B., "History of St. Paul's
Indian School at Marty, South Dakota" (M.A. thesis. University of South Dakota,
1963), p. 21.
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Blessed Sacrament were teaching and performing a myriad of
useful functions at Marty Mission.^
During the first year the boarding school was in operation
the enrollment soared from 39 to 109 students.^ This kind of
growth, which continued virtually unabated until his death,
demanded increased revenue; and it was in the role of fundraiser, perhaps more than any other, that Father Sylvester
demonstrated his special genius.
By February 1922 Sylvester had decided to rely heavily

Father Sylvester surrounded by some of his Indian boarding students.

upon the United States mails to raise money. By the end of the
ñrst four months, however, he knew that his campaign was
failing and concluded that it was because he had not screened
the names of potential donors carefully enough. To help correct
the situation, he acquired a list of potential contributors from
Abbot Athanasius, ground out about one thousand mimeographed letters a day and mailed them, using borrowed money.
8. Eisenman, "Notes." pp. 13-14, Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives;
Suttmiller, "History of Indian School at Marty," pp. 50, 117; Mother Katherine
Drexel to Schmitt, 7 July 1922, Drexel to Eisenman, 1 Sept. 1922, Eisenman Papers,
Richaidson Archives.
9. Little Bronzed Angel, Sept. 1924 (hereafter cited as
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From that point on, the mail campaign was successful. Perhaps
his frequent visits with his good friend Father Flannigan, the
founder of Boys Town, provided him with valuable insights into
the problems of fund raising.*** Regardless, the key to
Sylvester's financial success rested mainly upon the thoroughness, system, and personal style he developed over the years.
Part of his program was to invite priests and nuns
throughout the country to send parish and society directories to
him and to promise them that their gifts would be held in the
strictest confidence. He also implored Catholic parents for
names and money and asked their children to empty their mite
boxes for his cause." He would accept any offering, including
cast-off clothing and "even patches suitable for making
quilts."'^
Sylvester sent out begging letters regularly at Christmas and
Lent, and whenever Marty Mission needed revenue. The style of
the letters was both direct and appealing. "I have no mania for
begging. I dread the unpleasant task, but these little ones need
your help now
Here is your bank of Eternity that will not
fail when your funds in all banks are gone. Will you trust God
with some of your earnings?"'^ He was also adroit at using just
a hint of humor to win over his readers. "Twice each year our
little plea goes out. . . . To write once a year is embarrassing
enough, and probably painful for you too, but there are always
some whose 'ship come in' at odd times. . . . 'What's the trouble
now?' you will ask. . . . 'Have no funds?' No, just a deficit of
t w e n t y thousand dollars. That's enough to scare a
missionary."*^
On occasion portions of his letters were heavy-handed and
10. Eisenman, "Notes," pp. 15-16, Eisenman, An untitled summary of events
during various years at Marty, p. 3, Diaiy of Eisenman, 15 Feb. 1925, Eisenman
Papers, Richardson Archives; Sister Anthony Davis, Marty Mission, S. Dak., interview
on 2 Mar. 1974, South Dakota Oral History Project, University of South Dakota
(hereafter cited as SDOHP); Father Frands Hulsman, Winnebago, Nebr., interview on
8 Aug. !974, SDOHP.
11. Eisenman, Begging letter, 21 Jan. 1924, n.d., Eisenman Papers, Richardson
Archives.
12. Eisenman, "Other Ways of Helping," n.d., Eisenman Papers, Richaidson
Archives.
13. Eisenman, Begging letter, 1926, Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives.
14. Eisenman, Begging letter. Lent, 1929, Eisenman Papers, Richardson
Archives.
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even in bad taste. One epistle contained a picture of two
deceased Indian babies with a caption reading, "These have
joined the angels in heaven. Your gift was baptism for them." '^
Most of the time, however, his appeals hit the mark. He
emphasized that he and the teachers at Marty received no
salaries and that they wanted no material rewards for themselves. Indeed, Sylvester always wore secondhand, ill-tltting
clothes and, even when he once received an expensive gold
watch, he raffled it off for the mission.'^ At the same time he
also promised his benefactors that "we will use your contribution conscientiously, where it will do the most good" and
that "many a Mass, and countless prayers are said at this
Mission for you. . . . The Sisters teach the children to be
grateful."*'' But donors also received more tangible rewards:
book marks, Christmas and Faster seals, cards with a Marty
motif, sometimes poetry, and always an acknowledgement from
Sylvester for every gift, regardless of how small.'^
Sylvester maintained a file of cards listing each benefactor
and the nature of his or her contribution. He did this, in part, to
insure that if any donors ever visited Marty or even wrote to
him, he could identify the nature of their gifts at a glance and
impress upon them that his was not an aloof, mass production
operation. By the early 1940s, however, it had become just
that. Twenty-six people were assigned specific, detailed tasks in
handling appeals and donations, which, with respect to the
appeals, included mailing form letters with stamped
signatures.'^
To supplement the drawing power of his begging campaign,
Sylvester very early created a monthly mission paper, which he
dubbed The Little Bronzed Angel. Laced with human interest
15. Eisenman, Begging letter, n.d., Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives.
16. Eisenman, Begging letter, n.d., Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives;
Monsignor Louis J. E)elahoyde, Chancellor of the Sioux Falls Diocese, Sioux Falls,
S.Dak., interview on 15 Mai. Í974, SDOHP; Eisenman to Abbot Ignatius Esser, 4
Sept. 1936, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives.
17. Eisenman, Begging letter, n.d., Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives.
18. Examples of the tokens Sylvester mailed to benefactors can be found in the
Eisenman Papers, Richaidson Archives; Delahoyde interview, 15 Mar. 1974.
19. Delahoyde interview, 15 Mar. 1974; Brother Jerome Croteau, St. Meiruad
Aichabbey, St. Meinrad, Ind., interview on 5 July 1974, SDOHP; Sister Christine
Hudson, Marty Mission, S.Dak., interview on 2 Mai. 1974, SDOHP.
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stories and humor, it avoided pomposity and instead told the
reader in a simple, concrete way about the mission's children,
personnel, problems, and progress. In its own way, the LBA was
a masterpiece of salesmanship and effective public relations
technique. For example, while it was Father Sylvester's early
policy to photograph workers while building was in progress at
Marty and to include such pictures in the LBA, he would not
show a completed building in the paper, lest the subscriber gain
the impression that too much prosperity had come to the
mission. ^*^
The effectiveness of this appeals campaign can be seen in
the amount of donations that came into Marty Mission over the
years. When it came to acquiring funds, Sylvester seemed to
have more angles than a protractor, but small donations from
ordinary people made up, by far, the largest percentage of his
receipts. Even during the Great Depression there was, with few
exceptions, a steady increase in the amount of money benefactors meted out to Marty. For example, in 1928 before the
nation's economy collapsed, Sylvester took in $28,600 from
contributors; while in 1931, a very bad year for the country as a
whole, he was able to collect almost $40,000 in donations, and
that figure increased dramatically to $72,670 in 1932. Again, in
1936 gifts to the mission were up to over $94,000 and in 1939
they reached slightly more than $113,000. There were a few
slow years during the 1940s, but in 1948, when Father
Sylvester died, contributions totaled almost $328,000. Despite
all of this income, however, Sylvester was almost constantly in
debt, having borrowed heavily from banks, investment compa-

20. Many of the reactions of subscribers to The Little Bronzed Angel can be
found in the Eisenman Papers, Richaidson Archives. Here aie a few typical responses:
"/owo~Enjoy the Bronzed Angel very much. One can't read it without wishing one
could do something to assist your noble work. 1 promote it in every way I can. -Mrs.
J. Weber," Sept. 1936; "New York-Uzy I say that 1 enjoy reading the Little Bronzed
Angel? It is hke a letter from home, so simple and unaffected. -Francis X. Reilly,"
Sept. 1936; ^"^Wisconsin~\ enjoyed the January 'Uttie Bronzed Angel' very much. I
think your magazine is the very best Catholic publication that I know of. What I like
about it is that it doesn't sound sanctimonious like so many others do. -Mrs. R.R., "
Jan. 1938; "Illinois-l always enjoy the little Bronzed Angel. It is so human,
kind-and yes, entertaining. -Mrs. J. Burke," Spring, 1939; Father Blaise Hettich,
St. Meinrad Archabbey, St. Meiniad, Ind., interview on 5 July 1974, SDOHP.
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nies, and Saint Meinrad Archabbey. ^' Although the money was
spent to meet a variety of needs, the greatest expense came as a
result of his ambitious building program.
Before his death Sylvester was responsible for building or
beginning the construction of nearly thirty major buildings at
Marty, thirteen of which were brick. On a bleak and barren
piece of prairie he created a successful community, which
included several homes and apartments, buildings for four farms
adjacent to and owned by the mission, an elementary and high
school, a gymnasium, a shop building, dormitories, a convent, a
combination grocery and secondhand clothing store begun by
his mother, and one of the most magnificent churches in the
state. Just before his demise, moreover, he was planning to erect
yet another building—a recreation center behind the gymnasium. 22 Although all of this construction was costly, no one
ever accused Sylvester of being profilgate. He saved enormous
amounts of money on these projects because he had a
prodigious talent for business and organization. He also had at
his disposal men of ability and inexpensive laborers from whom
he extracted maximum effort.
There are any number of examples that could illustrate
Sylvester's business acumen, but perhaps the best involves his
purchase and use, over the years, of materials from several razed
buildings located in nearby towns. Six of the structures at
Marty were constructed entirely from these materials. The last
of these acquisitions was a six-story Sioux City, Iowa, bank
building that he heard, by eavesdropping through an open office
21. Eisenman, "Annual Financial Reports for Marty Mission, 1922-1947,"
Eisenman Papers, Si. Meinrad Archives; Between 1923 and 1936, for example, lather
Sylvester received three loans from the John A. SchmJdl Company of Chicago,
thiough the Bishop of the Sioux Falls Diocese. Tliese loans totaled $115,000 and
were all paid by the end of 1936, but they obviously reduced his working capital
considerably (Diary of Eisenman, 11 Mar. 1936, Eisenman Papers, Richardson
Archives). For examples of loans made by St. Meinrad Archabbey to Marty Mission,
see the following in Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives: Esser to Eisenman, 13
Nov. 1935; Eisenman to Esser, 6 Nov. 1936; Eisenman to Esser, 17 Nov. 1936; Esser
to Eisenman, 2 Aug. 1938; Eisenman to Esser, 9 June 1939. Sylvester managed to get
free of debt a few times. See the following in Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Aichives;
Eisenman to Esser, 26 Dec. 1939 and 19 Jan. 1944.
22. SuttmiUer, "History of Indian School at Marty," pp. 44, 116; Eisenman,
"History of the Mission," Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives. This is a
twelve-page chionological account of highli^its at Maity Mission fiom 1918 thiough
1942; Delahoyde intciview, 15 Mar. 1974.
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door, was about to be torn down. Sylvester supervised the
entire salvage operation, and between November 1934 and
March 1935, all the useful remains were hauled to Marty.
Among the materials he acquired were: 45,000 feet of flooring,
75 windows and frames, 150 doors, 100 steam radiators, 50,000
pounds of steel I-beams, channels and angles, 300,000 bricks,
which Indian workers cleaned for fifty to sixty cents per
thousand, and large quantities of water and steam pipe, electric
conduit, cast iron columns, and marble. For all of this and more
Sylvester had struck a deal that cost Marty only $4,956. The
one exception to his use of salvage involved the church, built
during 1941 and 1942. He had waited to begin this project until
he could afford to buy the best of everything.^^ The total cost
was $167,000. In the spring of 1943 he wrote liis Abbot
regarding the church saying, "Constructed elsewhere and under
usual conditions, that is by employing contractor, engaging
architect for supervision, paying the usual taxes on labor, plus
the compensation insurance for men, the building would have
cost about $200,00[0], including interior furnishings.''^'' So,
even using new materials to erect the church, Sylvester had
saved around $33,000. A major reason that he was able to cut
costs, not only where the church was concerned, but also with
respect to many other buildings at Marty, was that he did not
employ an ordinary labor force, nor did he need to hire a
contractor.
Sylvester's contractor and confidant was his younger
brother Leonard, who came to Marty with his wife and four
children late in 1929. Leonard became virtually indispensable to
the progress of the mission by playing many roles, including
those of master builder and mechanic, vocational instructor to
23. 5ee, for example, Diaiy of Eisenman, 19 Feb. 1938,11 Sept.1933, 21 Aug.
1935; Eisenman, "Marty," 1947, Eisenman Papers, Richaidson Archives. This i s a
one-page summary of the work done at Marty Mission. See also the following in
Bsenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives: Eisenman to Esser, 23 Sept. 1933, 14 Oct.
1936,1 Mar. 1939, 9 June 1929, and 26 Apr. 1944. See a/so Delahoyde interview, 15
Mar. 1974; Diary of Eisenman, Max. 1930; Eisenman, "Notes," pp. 14-15, Eisenman
Papers, Richardson Archives; SuttmiUer, "History of Indian School at Marty," p.
121; Diary of Eisenman, Feb. and Mar. 1935; Eisenman to Esser, 4 Mar. 1935,
Eisenman Papers, St. Meiniad Archives; SuttmiUer, "History of Indian School at
Marty," pp. 39-40.
24. Eisenman to Esser, 22 Apr. 1943, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives.
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both students and work crews, tough and sometimes overbearing foreman, and business manager; and for all these services
he demanded and received very little remuneration. In addition,
during the 1930s and 1940s Saint Meinrad Archabbey provided
the mission with several seminarians and junior brothers during
the summers and, off and on, thirteen full-time priests, all of
whom toiled for little salary; ^s and toil they did.
Besides their many duties as missionaries, the priests did a
great deal of physical labor connected with construction. The
same was true of the brothers and seminarians, whom Sylvester
nicknamed the burly boys. Among other things they unloaded
railroad cars, shoveled sand, and pushed wheelbarrows filled
with concrete. Nor was their labor confined to eight-hour shifts.
On more than one occasion, after a full day's work, Sylvester
asked them to work at night by the liglit of an idling mission
truck. For all this effort they received clothing, room and
board, and sometimes even wages of sorts. At the end of one
summer, for instance, he informed the seminarians that he was
going to pay them a dollar a day, but to insure that they would
not waste the money, he planned to mail them ten dollars a
month for nine months. Although a few of Father Sylvester's
subordinates complained to the Abbot that he was "driving
them too hard," most of them appeared to have been content
and to have responded to his deft and often subtle leadership
with enthusiasm, respect, admiration, and complete loyalty and
devotion, and did so at very little expense to the mission. ^^
From a financial standpoint Sylvester was also fortunate
that he could use both the Indians on the reservation and the
25. Diary of Eisenman, 9 Nov. 1929; Leonard J. Eisenman to Esser. 2 Mar. 1939
and 13 June 1943, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives; Delahoyde interview, 15
Mai. 1974; Jerome Croteau interview, 5 July 1974; Hudson interview, 2 Mai. 1974;
Father Casimii Kot, Blue Qoud Abbey, S. Dak., interview on 8 Aug. 1973, SDOHP;
SuttmiUer, "History of Indian School at Marty Mission," p. 49; Sister Mary Qaudia
Duratschek, O.S.B., Crusading Along Sioux Trails (St. Meinrad, Ind.: A Grail
Publication, 1947), p. 301; Eisenman to Esser, 2 Mar. 1939 and 28 Mar. 1939, and
Leonard J. Eisenman to Essei, Apr. 1936, Eisenman Papers, St. Meiniad Aichives.
26. Kot interview, 8 Aug. 1973; Eisenman to Esser, 30 July 1942, Eisenman
Papers, St. Meinrad Archives; Delahoyde interview, 5 Mai. 1974. See Delahoyde
interview, 15 Mai. 1974; Davis inteiview, 2 Mar. 1974; Hudson interview, 2 Mar.
1974; Hulsman interview, 8 Aug. 1974; Sister Mary Qaude Croteau, Ferdinand, Ind.,
interview on 6 July 1974, SDOHP. See also Esther LaPlant, Marty Mission, S. Dak.,
interview on 9 June 1973, SDOHP.
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students at the mission as unskilled laborers on his building
projects. He hired Yankton Sioux whenever he could and in
1929, before the depression, paid them twenty cents an hour.
The cliildren received much less. In the late 1920s younger
students usually got three cents a week and five cents if they
were "exceptionally faithful in their duties." The older children,
because they worked harder, were given ten cents a day.
However, each child was also required in the early years to put
one-third of his wages in the collection box each Sunday. The
youth at Marty during the weekdays attended classes half the
day and worked the other half. With respect to the building
program and depending upon their ages, the boys, and
sometimes the girls, cleaned bricks; visited nearby farms on
trucks to gather rocks (used as aggregate for the concrete);
helped to pour concrete; dug foundations and basements;
welded steel girders; unloaded brick, tile, and equipment;
helped to tear down buildings to get salvage material; and
shoveled and screened sand, to name but a few of their
activities.27 Despite all this drudgery, Sylvester never had to
browbeat or coerce the students in order to obtain their best
efforts. It probably helped that he very often worked beside
them and was over six feet tall, weighed about two hundred
thirty pounds, and was enormously powerful. Beyond that,
however, he was very adept at motivating people. For example,
he used competition to his advantage by forming teams, timing
them at various tasks, and announcing the victors.^^
Sylvester's primary purpose in pushing his workers to help
put up buildings was to provide a physical plant in which to
educate the students at Marty. The pupils, who numbered 421
by the year he died, were mainly Indians representing over a
dozen different tribes and were both Catholic and non-Catholic.
At first, Marty had only an elementary school. In 1931,
however, Sylvester decided that he no longer wanted to lose the
27. Hudson inteiview, 2 Mai. 1974; Diaiy of Eisenman, 6 Dec. 1929, 1 Mai.
1926 and 21 Apr. 1926, 18 May 1929, Summer, 1918, 26 Feb. 1926, 12 Oct. 1926,
Mar. 1930, 10-13 Oct. 1931, 17 Api. 1937, and 5 Nov. 1937; Eisenman, "History of
the Mis.sion," 2 May 1941, Eisenman Papéis, Richardson Aichives; Eisenman to
Esser, 12 Dec. 1945, 1 June 1946, and 22 May 1947, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad
Archives; Delahoyde interview, 15 Mar. 1974; Jerome Croteau interview, 5 July
1974; Claude Croteau interview, 6 July 1974.
28. Delahoyde interview, 15 Mai. 1974.
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children to government schools after the eighth grade. He thus
began a high school, adding a new grade each year, until by
1934 he had established a complete program, which was fully
accredited by 1936. The number of traditional academic
subjects taught at Marty grew steadily over the years, but
according to one monk who was at Marty, only in 1948, after
Sylvester's death, were students offered a complete college
preparatory program.^^
The best developed part of the curriculum at Marty was its
vocational program, which was really first rate. It grew
gradually, in part, because Sylvester needed help to maintain
and develop the mission.'^*' But beyond that, he believed that it
was imperative that the Indian youth learn as much as possible
about "running a household properly and earning a living," ^'
and that the "work assignments are even more important for
the Indian boys and girls than the academic courses." If the
student did well at these tasks, he concluded, "then he seems to
improve spiritually and scholastically along with it."^^ Nonetheless, Sylvester was criticized by some for reducing the
students' time in the classroom to half-day sessions. He
answered that the high school pupils performed acceptably on
the standardized state examinations, that they participated
regularly in late afternoon and early evening study periods, and
that "the Indian child seems to thrive on small doses of school
work.""
At any rate, in order to gather information and ideas to
establish and improve Marty's practical course of study,
29. There were 311 elementary students and 110 high school students duruig
the 1947-48 academic year. Suttmiller, "History of Indian School at Marty Mission,"
p. 87; Delahoyde interview, 15 Mar. 1974; Duratschek, Crusading Along Sioux Trails,
pp. 297, 298; LBA, Oct. 1931; Eisenman to Esser, 4 Sept. 1936, Eisenman Papers,
St. Meinard Archives; Davis interview, 2 Mar. 1974; Suttmiller, "History of Indian
School at Marty Mission," pp. 77-78, 119.
30. LBA. May and Feb. 1925.
31. Diary of Eisenman, 4 Nov. 1930; see also "Shop Handbook," St. Paul's
Mission Archives, Marty Mission, S. Dak., p. 1; Delahoyde interview, 15 Mar. 1974;
Eisenman to Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions, 17 Oct. 1936, Eisenman Papers, St.
Meinrad Archives.
32. Eisenman to Esser, 22 May 1947, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives.
33. LBA. May 1925 and Nov. 1930;see Jerome Croteau interview, 5 July 1974;
Oaude Croteau interview, 6 July 1974; Hulsman interview, 8 Aug. 1974; Diary of
Eisenman,4 Nov. 1930.
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Father Sylvester and his students participating in a parade.

Sylvester and Leonard visited vocational schools in six different
states. The end result was a complete home economics and
industrial arts program that not only benefited the students, but"
also garnered many important products and services for the
mission. Among the subjects available to the students were:
sewing, baking, and shoe making and repair, agriculture, dairy
farming, automotive repair, drafting, and for the size of Marty,
an incredible array of courses in the graphic arts, metal and
wood work, and various crafts. In the area of metal work alone,
there were separate courses offered in ornamental iron, sheet
metal, foundry, macliine shop, heat treating, forging, electric
and acetylene welding, and art
34. Diary of Eisenman, 12 Mar. 1926, June 1932, Apr. 1936, and Sept. 1936.
See also Eisenman to Esser, 21 June 1932, 17 Dec. 1932, 17 Feb. 1936, 12 Sept.
1936, 19 Jan. 1940, and 31 Mai. 1942, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives;
"Shop Handbook," pp. 2-11; Suttmiller, "History of Indian School at Marty
Mission," pp. 78-81; Denver Register, 1 Aug. 1946; Sioux aty Journal. 30 June
1940. See also Diary of Eisenman, 21 May 1925, 30 May 1925, 12 Mar. 1926, 13
Nov. 1927, 27 Nov. 1927, 26 Oct. 1936, and 27 Oct. 1936; Eisenman to Esser, 12
Sept. 1936, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives; Eisenman, "Marty," p. 19,
Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives; Jerome Croteau interview, 5 July 1974, and
Qaude Croteau interview, 6 Juiy 1974.
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Education at Marty, however, involved much more than
mastering various skills. The students were also taught moral
and religious principles and white, middle-class values, such as
the acceptance of the work ethic, authority, and discipline, and
the development of frugality and self-restraint. The ancient
Benedictine adage, "Work and Pray," prevailed at Marty. As
Sylvester told one audience, "Religion and prayer, self-denial
and Christian culture form the foundation on which Benedict
built his edifice of service to mankind." Benedict knew well, he
concluded, "that there could be no genuine culture without
true religion and self-denial."^^ Consequently, the children at
Marty received communion daily, went to confession
frequently, prayed before and after classes and at other regular
times, gathered in the chapel each evening for benediction, and
were taught catechism and Bible history each day.^^
Given his philosophy, it is not surprising that Sylvester
rejected the Sioux religion and parts of their culture. He
compared the purity and beauty of Christian ceremonies to
"those pagan dances and practices of unmannered, uncivilized
Indians of the old order who follow their almost fiendish
leaders through horrible bodily contortions and diabolical
grimaces." Or again, to illustrate a consistent theme, when a
young Catholic girl died at Marty, he wrote that her "parents
really have no religion, but belong to what is called the Peyote
Cult or 'Medicine Eaters.' " He surmised that "they are nice
people and it is not unlikely that God's grace may reach their
souls through . . . their child." Sylvester's attitudes put him at
odds with Indian Commissioner John Collier whom he accused
of encouraging "the revival of these old pagan practices of the
Indian."37 ¡t was Collier's position that in the past "The
Government unconstitutionally and illegally has interfered with
the Indian religions, their customs, their ceremonies, their
35. Eisenman, "Address," Pierre, S. Dak., 16 May 1938, Eisenman Papers,
Axchives. See also Denver Register, 1 Aug. 1946.
36. Diary of Eisenman, 12 Mai. 1934 and 18 Oct. i 936; Denver Register, 1 Aug.
1946.
37. Diary of Eisenman. 17 May 1936, 12 Jan. 1938, 25 Jan. 1936. Yet he did
allow Sioux to visit Marty to perform dances as a means of learning history (Ibid., 30
Dec. 1936). See also LBA, Apr. 1937; Diary of Eisenman, 10 Apr. 1935; Claude
Croteau interview, 6 July 1974, and Delahoyde interview, 15 Mar. 1974.
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dances. It was illegal, unconstitutional, and wrong, and it is not
going to be done anymore. . . . I believe that the young Indian
must make his own choice." ^^
Beyond all this, Sylvester was also disturbed by the moral
decay he saw among the Yankton Sioux—things such as
drunkenness, divorce, illegal cohabitation, violent crime, and
laziness.^^ He believed that this sort of situation existed, in part,
because the Indian "mind is selfish, baby-like, and not ready to
make sacrifices. They are animal-like, blinded to the truth of
matters in the passionate time before marriage. It just takes
time, preaching and education to get things to register in their
minds.'"*^ It did not help matters either, he asserted, when
young Indians attended government schools, for "their [government school personnel] ideas of morality, behavior, and discipline are pitiful. Boys and girls are permitted to stroll out of
sight by day and even at night, unaccompanied.. . . Many moral
wrecks have been the result.'"*'
There would be no such nonsence at Marty, however,
because there, Sylvester had the opportunity to mold young
Indians as he wished and perhaps produce adults whose
life-style and values, as well as religion, were like his own.
Discipline was strict at Marty. Boys and girls played, worked,
and ate separately, and every day the children were "instructed
and corrected in regard to improprieties, misdemeanors, or in
regard to failure in making the best of things." **2 Beginning in
the late 1920s, Sylvester had the sisters record merits and
demerits for every student, and he read the results to the entire
school at the end of each month. To be included on the honor
roll and receive a reward, the student had to perform thirty
"extra acts of merit" and have no more than "ten acts on the
38. John CoiUer, "Speech," Rosebud, S. Dak., 11 Dec. 1933.
39. Eisenman to Superintendent of the Yankton Reservation, C.C. Hickman, 16
Feb. 1931, Eisenman Papers, Richardson Aichives.
40. "Notes of the Second Annual Meeting of the Tekakwitha Missionary
Conference," 15-16 Oct. 1940, Jamestown, N.Dak., p. 5, Eisenman Papers, St.
Meinrad Archives. See also Eisenman to Schmitt, 30 Apr. 1918, Eisenman Papers, St.
Meinrad Archives.
41. Diary of Eisenman, 12 Mar. 1934.
42. Eisenman, "Address to Graduates" (at Marty), 25 May 1937. See also
"Notes of the Second Annual Meeting of the Tekakwitha Missionary Conference,"
1940, p. 15; Jerome Croteau interview, 5 July 1974, and Claude Croteau inteiview, 6
July 1974. Both were h ^ school students at Marty in the 1940s.
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'liabihty' side of the ledger."''^ Sylvester could be quite
inventive when it came to inculcating students with what he
wanted them to learn. When too many of the younger cliildren,
for example, began losing their mittens and boots, he solved the
problem and taught them pride of ownership by charging them
a small fee for each piece of such winter apparel they received.
One of the results of this type of training was a generally
well-behaved student body. Tliose few who were consistently
recalcitrant were simply sent or taken back to their homes.'*'*
Yet, expulsion was avoided if possible. As Sylvester put it:
We have learned that some Indian children who have a spirit of
leadership are apt to get into some trouble at times. A prudent
handling of such cases would seem to be the best procedure.. ..
It is my opinion that we should try to keep in our school such
Indian children that have an extra supply of spunk and life. If we
look for leadership in the future among them, it will be just such
individuals who will furnish it."*^
It would be wrong, however, to leave the impression that
student life at Marty was simply a matter of hard work and
strict discipline. In his relations with Indians Sylvester was
paternalistic, and genuine paternalism involves dispensing pleasure, as well as enforcing rules. Sylvester, therefore, made sure
that there was fun and entertainment at Saint Paul's, including
such things as Christmas presents, Easter egg hunts, plays,
yearbooks, swimming, bands, picnics, and choirs. He also
reluctantly accepted organized athletic competition at Marty
and brought in movies, although he selected and censored them
very carefully. Beyond this, however, there is considerable
evidence that the children not only revered him, but also, with

43. Diaiy of Eisenman, 15 Nov. 1929. Later, Sylvester changed the system lo
include merit tokens in the foim of small amounts of money. Eventually, he dropped
the whole pian when parents became moie prosperous and began sending money to
their children (Delahoyde inteiview, 15 Mai. 1974).
44. Delahoyde interview, 15 Mar. 1974; Diary of Eisenman, 6 Nov. 1936, 25
Nov. 1930, 13 Oct. 1932, 25, 30 May 1925, 3 June 1925; Kot inteiview, 8 Aug.
1973. By 1945 Father Sylvester found it was becoming more difficult lo control the
students. "Many Indian families," he declared, "have moved to the cities for defense
work, and the city life has done our boys and girls no good" (Eisenman to Esser, 13
Jan. 1945, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives).
45. Wary of Eisenman (memoiandum insert), 1937.
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Father Sylvester and a group of Sioux students visiting benefactors in Chicago.
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rare exceptions, genuinely loved him and that he also enjoyed,
understood, and loved them.'*^
As important as molding the lives of the children at Marty
was to Sylvester, it represented only a miniscule portion of his
responsibilities and problems. Somehow he had to obtain fuel
to meet the harsh Dakota winters, fight terrifying prairie fires,
which destroyed several buildings over the years, and raise
livestock and crops in the face of disease, dust storms, devastating drought, and merciless hordes of voracious grasshoppers.
He, likewise, had to devise ways to rebuild secondhand electric
generators, locate and dig wells, and nurture transplanted trees
on the dry and unyielding prairie. Sylvester also found himself
fighting the state and neighboring farmers for years to gain for
the mission exemptions from paying various taxes. Perhaps
worst of all, he had to live with and rationalize the fact that
each year at Marty several children usually died from a variety
of diseases, the most deadly of which was tuberculosis.'*'^ In
46. Ibid., 1925-1944, passim; Eisenman, "History of the Mission," 28 Nov.
1935, 29 Dec. 1935, and 15 Jan. 1937, Eisenman Papers, Richaidson Archives. With
respect to movies, there is much correspondence between Father Sylvester and
vaiious rental agencies in the Eisenman Papers at the Richardson Archives regarding
his standards and explaining why various films were unacceptable. For example, he
wrote to the Fox Film Corporation, 8 Feb. 1932: "These films must be clean in the
strict sense of the word.. . . Hence, we always censor them before showing them and
if there is any suggestion of immorality in them this is either screened out or the
picture is not shown at all. . . . Pictures in which drunken brawls or cabaret or dance
hall scenes are prominent aie not wanted and will not be accepted."; Diary of
Eisenman, 7 Apr. 1928, 18 May 1929; Archie Hawkins to Eisenman, 24 May 1940,
Eisenman Papers, Richaidson Archives; Oaude Croteau interview, 6 July 1974;
Hudson interview, 2 Mar. 1974; Jerome Cioteau interview, 5 July 1974. Brother
Jerome was a high school student at Marty during the early 1940s, and at that time
he detected some resentment among the older children because Sylvester lived in
much more luxurious quarters than did they or their parents. Sylvestci was especially
fond of the youngei children. His diary is filled with references to the cute or
humorous things they did and said, such as referring to Esser, when he visited, as
"Father Rabbit" (Diary of Eisenman, passim; Father Daniel Madlon, Fort Thompson,
S. Dak., interview on 2 June 1973, SDOHP).
47. Diary of Eisenman, 1925-1944, passim. These problems occuiied again and
again and dominate the pages of his diaiy, and it would take seveial pages to list the
individual citations. Eisenman, "Notes," Aug. 1931 and Summer, 1933, Eisenman,
"History of the Mission," Jan. 1931, Feb. 1933, 22, 26 Dec. 1933, 3 Feb. 1934, 7
June 1935, 10 Feb. 1936, 23 Feb. 1936, 29 Feb. 1936, 6 July 1931 (this was the
date of the most desUuctive fire Sylvester was to encounter), Eisenman Papers,
Richaidson Archives. See Eisenman to Esser, 17 Sept. 1934, 17 Feb. 1936, 14 Aug.
1936, 21 Aug. 1936, 27 Aug. 1936, 4 Sept. 1936, 6 Nov. 1936, and Leonard J.
Eisenman to Essei, 5 May 1936, Eisenman Papers, St. Meiniad Aichives; Delahoyde
interview, 29 Mar. 1974; There is a great deal of correspondence regurding the state
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spite of all these and many other difficulties, however, Father
Sylvester still found the time, strength, and energy to help other
missions and the Yankton Sioux in major ways.
Between 1925 and 1945 Sylvester founded four mission
chapels and one day school in South Dakota, helped to establish
and find staff for another chapel at Macy, Nebraska, and
assumed control over yet another mission on the Santee
Reservation in Nebraska.'*^ Each year, moreover, he made the
property tax exemption struggle, tjetween Father Sylvester and numerous individuals
from 18 Nov. 1924 to 24 July 1943, Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives. Sie afeo
"Historical-Re; Mission Landsand Taxes," 1945, p. 3, Eisenman Papers, Richardson
Arcliives. This battle, however, was eventually lost. In another tax area, Eather
Sylvester was harassed by the state for about $6.91 in state income taxes, which he
finally paid under protest (L. Wosepka to Eisenman, 13 Dec. 1940, R.W. Griffith to
Eisenman. 2 I-eb. Í941, and Eisenman to Griffith, 11 Feb. 1941, Eisenman Papers,
Richardson Archives), Sylvester also wanted his mission exempted fiom the state
sales tax. But when he failed to obtain a favorable ruling from South Dakota's
iittorney general, he worked to have bills introduced and passed in the state legislature relieving Marty from its obligation to pay, not only the sales tax, but also license
tag fees for its vehicles. The former attempt failed, while the latter succeeded
(Eisenman to J.H. Bottom, Jr.. 18 Nov. 1937, Gordon Feldhaus to the South Dakota
Attorney General's Office, 29 Nov. 1937, Feldhaus to Eisenman, 29 Nov. 1937. State
Senator Frank Nash to Eisenman, 6 Feb. 1939, Eisenman to Nash. 9 Feb. 1939,
telegram from Eisenman to Nash, 9 Feb. 1939, Nash to Eisenman, 13 Feb. 1939,
telegram from Nash to Eisenman, 28 Feb. 1939, Eisenman Papers, Richaidson
Archives, Diary of Eisenman (insert), Jan. 1939; Delahoyde interview. 15 Mar. 1974).
48. The four South Dakota chapels were located at White Swan. Greenwood,
Rising Hail Colony, and Chouteau Creek; and the day school was at Greenwood. See
Diary of Eisenman. 25 Oct. 1925, May 1926, 13 Oct. 1926, 15 Dec. 1927, 4 Jan.
1938, Sept. 1933, 10 Nov. 1933, 18 Jan. 1935, 1939 (insert on Greenwood school)
and 15 Sept. 1940 (insert on Rising Hail Colony); Duratschek, Crusading Along
Sioux Trails, pp. 302-6; Eisenman, "History of the Mission." 5 Sept. 1933, Eiserunan
Papers, Richardson Archives; Eisenman to Esser, 1 Mar. 1939. Eisenman to Bureau of
Catholic Indian Missions. 17 Oct. 1937, and Eisenman to Dr. J.B. Tennelly, 7 Dec.
1935, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives; LBA, Oct. 1933, Nov. 1933, Nov.
1938, and Sept. 1945. For more detailed information regarding Sylvester's
involvement with the Macy Mission, see James W. Stenson to Eisenman, 5 July 1935,
Drexel to Eisenman, 20 July 1935, Eisenman to E.W. Rossiter, 25 July 1935, Drexel
to Eisenman, 16 July 1935, Eisenman to Drexel, 27 Aug. 1935, Rossiter to
Eisenman, 15 Sept. 1935, Eisenman to Rossiter, 8 Nov. 1935, Eisenman to Esser, 30
Nov. 1935,22 Dec. 1941, and 23 Apr. 1945, Eisenman to Bishop James H. Ryan, 31
July 1939. Eisenman to Mother Mary of the Visitation, 13 June 1941 and 8 Jan.
1942, Hulsman to Eisenman, 9 Feb. 1942, Esser to Eisenman, 26 Apr. 1945,
Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives. With respect to the Santee Mission, see
Eisenman. "Notes," Aug. 1931, Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives; Diary of
Eisenman, 24 Nov. 1931, 25 June 1935, and 1 Nov. 1937; Eisenman, "History of the
Mission," 30 Nov. 1931 and 4 Oct. 1942, Eisenman Papers, Richaidson Archives;
Eisenman to Esser, 20 Aug. and 27 Aug. 1931, Eisenman Papers, St. Meiniad
Archives.
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difficult five-hundred-mile trip to Saint Michael's at Devil's
Lake, North Dakota, by truck and later by bus, to bring back
increasing numbers of Indian children to attend school at
Marty. In 1929 when a new school was built at Saint Michael's,
Sylvester furnished tons of machinery for its physical plant and
a great deal of clotiiing for its students. Again, in 1934 when
Father Joseph Speyer was having serious problems finding both
students and funds for his Indian school at Chamberlain, South
Dakota, Sylvester provided him with seventy students a year
from North Dakota and paid $75 annually for each student to
help meet their expenses. This arrangement continued until
January 1940 and, during that fime, Sylvester also contributed
an additional $20,000 to this project. Sylvester became even
more deeply involved in the creation of a new church and
school at Saint Ann's parish on the Turtle Mountain Reservation near Belcourt, North Dakota. For some time he had been
enrolling children from that reservation at Marty, but he could
handle only a small percentage of the 250 children who lived
there and concluded that it would be best to establish a day
school at Saint Ann's. He began grooming his young assistant.
Father Hildebrand Elliott, to take over Saint Ann's after the
Bishop of the Fargo diocese relinquished control of the parish
to Saint Meinrad Abbey in 1932. Sylvester assigned him to the
task in 1933, and in 1935, having already furnished Saint Ann's
with a great deal of food, clothing, and building materials, he
helped Hildebrand plan the new buildings, arranged a loan for
the projects, inspected the building process, and wound up
contributing $60,000 to tliis endeavor."^^

49. Kary of Eisenman, 8 Jan. 1927, 21 Sept. 1927, 10 Sept. 1928, 25 Aug.
1929, and 31 Aug. 1929; LBA. Oct. 1927; Eisenman, "History of the Mission,"
1927, Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives; Delahoyde inteiview, 15 Mar. 1974;
Eisenman to TenneUy, 21 Dec. 1935, Eisenman to Esser, 4 Sept. 1936, Eisenman
Papers, St. Meinrad Aichives; Diary of Eisenman (insert), Sept. 1934, 7 Oct. 1935,
Summer 1935, Aug. 1935 (insert), 1 Jan. 1936; ¿5/4, Sept. 1928; Jerome Croteau
interview, 5 July 1974; Albert Kleber, O.S.B., S.T.D., History of St. Meinrad
Archabbey, 1854-1954 {St. Meiniad, Ind.; A Grail Publication, 1954) pp. 491-93;
Eisenman to Esser, 20 Mar. 1935, 26 Mar. 1935, U May 1935, 28 May 1935, 16
Nov. 1935, and 15 Jan. 1936, Esser to Eisenman, 30 Mar. 1935, Eisenman to Bishop
Elmer J. Ritter, 8 July 1935, Eisenman to TenneUy, 7 Dec. 1935. Eisenman Papers,
St. Meinrad Aichives.
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For his generosity, however, Sylvester was not above
expecting a certain measure of gratitude and support when he
needed it. Sylvester wanted a Benedictijie monastery estabiishd
in the Dakotas as near Marty as possible. ^^ Anticipating this as
a source of jealousy among the missions, he wrote:
After all, Marty is in a sense a 'mother mission.' Due to Marty the
Turtle Mountain Mission Field was taken over hy our Community,
and it was 'Marty funds that built the school at Belcourt. Likewise
due to Marty, the school on the Devil's Lake Reservation was
rebuilt and the Grey Nuns were induced to remain at the Mission.
It would seem that these circumstances would make unwarranted
any criticism about favoritism being shown to Marty, if, the new
Priory were established in its vicinity. 5i

By 1946 Sylvester was having second thoughts about what
he had helped to create on other reservations. Too many of the
other missions, in his opinion, were beginning to emulate the
Marty example too closely. He was especially concerned that so
many other missions were planning to build high schools of
their own, thus taking potential students away from Saint Paul's.
Nonetheless, he was prepared to meet the situation, concluding
that "if they do build their own high schools, we must enlarge
our grade school department at Marty to where it will be a
'feeder' for our own high school." ^^
Sylvester probably derived his greatest personal satisfaction
from the spiritual and temporal assistance he gave to the Sioux
on the Yankton Reservation. During his first few years at Saint
Paul's he visited the Indians regularly, bringing them food,
clothing, fuel, and medicine; baptizing both adults and children;
administering the last rites; chastising backsliders; and helping
them all he could. Yet, as he became increasingly enmeshed in
the development of Marty Mission, he traveled among the Sioux
less and less often, allowing others to serve in that capacity. By
1930 he was already complaining that he "would rather be out
among the Indians instructing them and organizing the Mission

50. Eisenman to Esser, 13 July 1937 and 14 Sept. 1937, Eisenman Papers, St.
Meinrad Archives.
51. Eisenman. "Memorandum on the Proposed Mission Priory," n.d., Eisenman
Papers, St. Meinrad Archives.
52. Eisenman to Esser, 26 Feb. 1946, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives.
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work," instead of sitting at a desk and writing letters.^^ Yet,
even while ensconced at Saint Paul's, Sylvester continued to put
forth a sustained and variegated effort on behalf of the
Yanktons.
By the 1930s several of the Indian girls at Marty had
expressed a desire to become nuns. Sylvester was attracted to
the idea, believing that Marty could well use their help and that
the Indian people would benefit greatly if religious workers of
their own race cared for their needs. At the same time he also
believed that if Indian girls were integrated into a white religious
community, they would probably fail. Therefore, with the help
of Mother Katherine Drexel, he sponsored the creation of the
Oblate Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament at Marty. In October
1935 seven Indian giris became postulants in this new Indian
Sisterhood, which in time acquired a separate home, superior,
chapel, and order of the day. Sylvester was advised by many
that there was a good chance that even this segregated
experiment would fail, but his faith in the giris remained
steadfast.^'* Although he never did convince himself that the
Indian boys could be successfully trained for the priesthood, he
came to believe that "with the Indian giris, it is a bit different.
Girls are more domesticated by nature, and discipline does not
represent the trial for them that it would to a b o y . " " His faith
was justified, for the Oblates prospered and grew, providing
many useful services for the mission and the Yankton Sioux.^^
Sylvester was also instrumental in obtaining better medical
53. Diary of Eisenman, 16 Dec. 1930, 22 Jan. 1927, 8-10 i eb. 1927. 14 Apr.
1927, 25 Oct. 1935, 1 Nov. 1937.18 Oct. l9i9;Dmmschek, Crusading Along Sioux
Trails, p. 310; Eisenman to Esser, 7 Apr. 1939, Eisenman Papers, Si. Meinrad
Archives; Delahoyde interview, 15 Mar. 1974; Father Stanislaus Maudlin, Blue Cloud
Abbey, S. Dak., interview on 8 Aug. 1973, SDOHP.
54. Duratschek, Crusading Along Sioux Trails, pp. 306-11; Delahoyde interview,
15 Mar. 1974, and Gaude Croteau interview, 6 July \91'^, Denver Register, I Aug.
1946; Eisenman to Esser, 16 Nov. 1935, Eisenman Papers, Si. Meinrad Archives;
Eisenman, "History of the Mission," 6 Oct. 1935, Eisenman Papers, Richurdson
Archives; Diary of Eisenman, 6 Oct. 1935, 18 Mar. 1935, (insert) 20 Apr. 1935,
(insert) 1937, (insert) 22 June 1934.
55. Eisenman to Esser. 17 Apr. 1940, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Archives.
56. In 1949 the Oblates were elevated from a Pious Association to a
Congregation of Diocesan Rite, and in 1953 they were permitted lo take perpetua!
vows and admit non-Indians to their congregation. Suttmiller, "History of Indian
School at Marty," pp. 56-63; Eisenman to Esser, 15 Jan. 1946, Eisenman Papers, St.
Meinrad Archives.
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care for the Yanktons. As early as 1930 he visited officials in
Washington, D.C, in an attempt to convince them to build a
hospital on the reservation or at least to provide a doctor and
nurse for the Sioux. He finally managed to persuade the Indian
Department to investigate health conditions on the reservation.
Yet, because of lengthy delays, Sylvester became impatient and
began to publicize his cause vigorously and to enlist the aid of
influential friends, who, in tum, importuned federal functionaries, including President Franklin Roosevelt himself In the end
the campaign was successful. Although Sylvester had wanted
the facility located nearer to Marty, he was very pleased when a
government hospital was finally opened in Wagner, South
Dakota, in 1937, and he served as one of the principal speakers
at the dedication ceremonies.^'
Sylvester's desire to aid the Sioux found still other outlets.
A short distance north of Marty, for example, he built Saint
Placid's Home, where orphaned Indian babies were coddled
until they were old enough to attend kindergarten at Marty, and
where young students when more than a little ill could rest and
recover their health. In 1933 Sylvester also established a free
soup kitchen to feed the depression-ridden Yanktons, who came
at a rate of between twenty-five to one hundred a day, and he
continued the operation, off and on, for the rest of the
decade. 5^
57. Diary of Eisenman, 2 Dec. 1932, 12 Dec. 1933, 9 Feb. 193 , (inseit) 1934,
5 Mar. 1935, 18 Apr. 1935, 3 Apr. 1937, (insert) Apr. 1937, Eisenman to WUIiam C.
Greany. 27 Feb. 1933, Greany to Eisenman, 21 Feb. 1933, Representative Meivin J.
Maas to Eisenman, 6 July 1935, Eisenman Papéis, Richardson Aichives; Delahoyde
interview, 15 Mar. 1974; Madlon interview, 2 June 1973. In 1933 Sylvester also
establi.shed two cabins for tuberculosis patients at St. Placid near Marty. The opening
of a sanitarium in Rapid City brought an end to this experiment aftei foui yeais
(Diaiy of Eisenman, [insert], 1933-34). He also held box socials and the like from
time to time to raise money for medical supplies (Diary of Eisenman, 5 Feb. 1927,
14 Apr. 1927, 23 and 26 Jan. 1934;¿S/1, May and Oct. 1933). After the hospital in
Wagner began its operations, government doctors visited the Yankton Reservation
and, for the first time, the Indians were x-rayed in an effort to find evidence of
tuberculosis (Diary of Eisenman, 21 Sept. 1937).
58. Diary of Eisenman, 10 Nov. 1933, 12 Dec. 1933, 23. 26 Jan. 1934;5iou:c
On- Journal, 30 June 1940; Duratschek, Crusading Along Sioux Traits, p. 300; Diary
of Eisenman, 8 Sept. 1933, 25 June 1935, and 11 July 1937; Eisenman to Esser, 28
July 1937, Eisenman Papers, St. Meinrad Aichives; DuTal&cYi^k, Crusading Along
Sioux l>ails, p. 301. Sylvester's mother also distributed clothing and fuel to the
Indians when they came to the mission (Diary of Eisenman, 30 Jan. 1927 and 1 Feb.
1929).
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Father Sylvester, likewise, conducted a spirited and
relentless campaign of both public and private criticism of the
Office of Indian Affairs in an effort to improve the New Deal
program for the Indians. He was offended by what he saw as the
aloofness, inefficiency, and ignorance of the Washington
bureaucrats; the myriad plans that emerged, never to reach
fruition; and the maddening delays Indians encountered before
they received their meager rations and revenue. He became
convinced, moreover, that of all the Sioux, those on the
Yankton Reservation were the most neglected.^'^
Sylvester's prime target became Indian Commissioner John
Collier. In January 1936 Sylvester's patience expired after he
repeatedly failed to find any official at the government office at
nearby Greenwood willing to help provide fuel and food for
some Yankton Sioux, who were in particularly dire straits. So
he sent a telegram to Collier.
Indians here freezing and starving. Situation deplorable. Nothing
being done about it. Indians burning their furniture to save the
sick people in their homes. Problem too big for Mission to handle.
Please wire local government farmer. Greenwood, South Dakota,
authority at once. Any delay will be a serious mistake.^°
Collier did see that some aid was given, but it was not enough to
satisfy Sylvester, who continued to attack the government's
Indian policy in print.. So many complaints came to the Office
of Indian Affairs from Sylvester's benefactors that Collier began
to answer them with form letters and to respond to Sylvester
through the News Sheet for Indians put out by the Indian
Service. Sylvester seemed to enjoy the battle thoroughly,
declaring at one point that "Indian Commissioners seem to be
human. The present Commissioner has apparently resented the
publicity accorded him." Collier's main argument pointed to
federal expenditures for Indian relief between 1932 and 1936.
Father Sylvester analyzed the figures and discovered that each
Indian had received about twelve cents a day. He concluded
wryly that this was "a relief measure not to be ignored by any
59. Diary of Eisenman, 18 July 1933, 10 Apr. 1934, Nov. 1933, Dec. 1934, 12
Dec. 1933, 22 Feb. 1936; Eisenman to Esser, 8 Feb. 1937, Eisenman Papers, St.
Meiniad Archives; Hudson interview, 2 Mar. 1974,LBA, Dec. 1933.
60. Telegram from Eisenman to Collier, 22 Jan. 1936, Eisenman Papers,
Richardson Archives; Diary of Eisenman, Apr. 1936.
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means, yet we do consider it possible that when this sum is
distributed in a haphazard and unsystematic way, an Indian can
suffer starvation."^*
The debate did not produce much in the way of positive
results for the Indians, but Sylvester was more successful nearer
to home. For example, in 1937 he was able to persuade the
governor to 'take a personal interest in the plight of the
Yanktons. Moreover, the federal employees at Greenwood
agreed to implement some of his requests, including the
creation of more ration distribution stations and the delivery of
fuel to those Indians without adequate transportation."
Sylvester also believed that the Yankton Indians should be
given employment opportunities and that, by and large, they
were willing to work. Besides hiring Indian labor himself,
Sylvester managed to convince the federal government in 1937
to open a dam building project near Marty Mission using mainly
Indian workers. ^^ Yet, even though he clearly wanted to see
the male Indians of the reservation gainfully employed, he
could not convince himself that most of them could perform
competently at anything beyond physical labor. In 1931, for
example, he wrote:
I have made many experiments in employment of Indians during
the past ten years. I find it difficult to place them in a position of
responsibility and only in one or two cases have I succeeded. But
in ordinary manual labor they are as good, or even better, than
the average white man of the same class.^''

There can be no doubt that Sylvester cared deeply about the
welfare of the Indians, adults as well as children. He was
extremely generous in the time, effort, and money he invested in
their behalf, both directly and througli other missions. Yet, his
brand of assistance and the breadth of his vision had serious
61. Diary of Eisenman, Jan. 1936, Apr. 1936, 14 Jan. 1936.
62. Governor Leslie Jensen to Eisenman, 23 July 1937 and Eisenman to Jensen,
27 July 1937, "Notes on Conference with Government Officials at Greenwood," 29
Jan. 1936, Eisenman Papers, Richardson Archives; Diary of Eisenman, (inseit), 1937.
63. Eisenman to Hickman, 16 Feb. 1931. Eisenman Papers, Richardson
Archives; Diary of Eisenman, 9 Nov. 1937, 15 Dec. 1934, 16 Sept. 1936. Sylvester
was also delighted that local federal officials had been authorized, in 1933, to provide
some work during the months when the ground was not frozen (Ibid., Nov. Í933, 1
Dec. 1933, 10 Dec. 1933).
64. Eisenman to Hickman, 17 Feb. 1931, Eisenman Papers, Richardson
Aichives.
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limitations, which, in tum, reduced the amount of long range
good he could achieve. He developed an excellent vocational
program at Saint Paul's, but while he was in charge, no student
at Marty was ever offered a complete college preparatory course
of study. He asserted that Indian boys with spirit should be
encouraged, for they were the stuff from which leaders were
made. Yet, if such leaders were to emerge to lead their fellow
Indians, they had to do so with middle-class, Caucasian values,
for Sylvester had an open contempt for the Sioux religion, had
learned their language and ways largely as a means to win them
over to his cause, could see no worth even in their dances, and
set out systematically to destroy any attachments the students
at Marty might have had to the Sioux way of life.
Sylvester's ethnocentrism and failure to question his own
assumptions were, at least in part, a product of his times and of
the conservative American values he learned as a youth in rural
southern Indiana. He detested the New Deal, cheered the
opinions that Father Charles Coughlin sent over the air waves,
and often led his community in prayer to "protect us from Red
Communism." ^^ After the 1936 election, he wrote, "the
tendency nowadays in this country seems to lean toward
Communism. . . . Well, I suppose Providence will come to our
aid and safe-guard us from what is happening in Spain."^^
Regardless of the reasons, however, Sylvester was confident
that his philosophy and values were best and was paternalistic in
the style and approach he chose to inculcate others with them.
But he ultimately moved beyond paternalism and acquired an
attitude of condescension, especially where adult Indians were
concerned. He apparently viewed all of the Indians within his
bailiwick as children. Although, as time went on, he had less
and less direct contact with the Yanktons on the reservation, he
grew to think of them as a bit slow-witted, immature, even
baby-hke, and capable of doing little more than manual labor.
Treating any group of adults as perpetual children can damage,
if not cripple, their self-respect and make it difficult to establish
improvements of genuine and lasting value.
65. Diary of Eisenman, 14 Nov. 1937; Davis interview, 2 Mar. 1974; Delahoyde
interview, 15 Mar. 1974; Hudson interview, 2 Mar. 1974.
66. Eisenman to Esser, 6 Nov. 1936, Eisenman Papers, Si. Meinrad Archives.
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These criticisms, however, are not meant to disparage
Sylvester's dedication and selflessness, his record of achievement, his admirable character, or his immense and multifaceted
talent. In fact, however, it may well be that his great abilities
presented an obstacle to Yankton progress. To put it bluntly,
Sylvester may have been too smart for the Indians' own good.
He did so many things well that he saw no reason to delay
complex matters by letting the Indians do them themselves at a
much slower and probably costUer pace, if indeed they could
learn to do them at all. Nor did it benefit the Sioux, in this
regard, that he relied so heavily upon the members of his
family. Besides Leonard and his mother, two of his other
brothers also helped at Marty from time to time. Moreover, an
uncle, an aunt, a niece, and a nephew, who was preparing
himself to assume a leadership role at Marty, also lived and
worked at the mission. At least one nun, who knew Father
Sylvester well, believes that, had it not been for the presence of
his family, he would have been forced to nurture local Indian
talent to take, at least some, responsibility for the future of the
mission when he died. ^"^ Yet, given his prejudices, it seems
unlikely that he would have even attempted such a course of
action; and therein lies the key to perhaps the greatest
shortcoming, if not tragedy, of the otherwise illustrious and
laudable career of Father Sylvester Eisenman. Regardless of all
he accomplished for the Indians, he did them a disservice by not
only rejecting their heritage, but also by grossly underestimating
them as human beings.

67. Maudlin interview, 8 Aug. 1973; Jerome Croteau interview, 5 July 1974;
Claude Croteau interview, 6 July 1974; Delahoyde interview, 15 Mar. 1974; Hudson
interview, 2 Mar. 1974.
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